No. MSDE-18011/01/RPL/2019-TTC
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building, Library Avenue,
PUSA Campus, New Delhi-12, Dated 19th September, 2019

To

(i) All the State Directorates.
(ii) All the Principal of NSTI / NSTI(W).DGT, MSDE
(iii) All the Regional Directors, RDSDE. DGT, MSDE

Subject: Clarification regarding grace marks and number of attempts in AITT for RPL under CITS- regarding.

Sir,

With reference to this office letter no. MSDE-18011/DGT/2017-TTC (Pt-III) dated 04.10.2018, Detail scheme guidelines and email to all concerned on 24th May, 2019 regarding exemption for training Methodology / POT subject and number of attempts allowed for RPL candidates, It is clarified that as per guidelines of RPL, there is no provision for grace marks. The grace marks are granted to the trainees of all scheme of DGT who undergo full time training in any institute / establishment.

The candidates who have already cleared POT/TM module under CITS are considered for exemption of concerned subject from AITT of RPL under CITS. The marks obtained by the candidates in other subjects in RPL exam would be proportionately considered for declaration of result. Total 03 attempts will be given to all the eligible candidates appearing in AITT for RPL under CITS i.e. 01 main attempt and 02 supplementary attempts to pass the exam.

It is also clarified that as per annexure-VI of guidelines i.e. Details of AITT for RPL, the theory paper consists 03 parts i.e. (i) Trade Theory / Trade Skill (ii) Workshop Calculation & Science / Workshop Calculation & Workshop Science / Vocational Science & Calculation / Soft Skill and English Communication (iii) Training Methodology each with 50 marks and candidate has to appear and pass all 03 parts of the paper if not exempted. However, the candidates failed in any subject of paper-I (Computer Based Test/ online exam) is supposed to appear in the concerned subject of the paper only and may avail 02 attempts as supplementary in subsequent 02 exams without paying any additional exam fee. This is candidate friendly decision which allows to appear in exam of failed subject only.

The supplementary exam is proposed to be conducted as early as possible.

Yours sincerely

(K. Singh)
Deputy Director (TTC)